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Abstract: Aquatic ecosystems are crucial in preserving biodiversity, regulating biogeochemical cycles,
and sustaining human life; however, their resilience against climate change and anthropogenic
stressors remains poorly understood. Recently, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have become a
vital monitoring tool, bridging the gap between satellite imagery and ground-based observations
in coastal and marine environments with high spatial resolution. The dynamic nature of water
surfaces poses a challenge for photogrammetric techniques due to the absence of fixed reference
points. Addressing these issues, this study introduces an innovative, efficient, and accurate workflow
for georeferencing and mosaicking that overcomes previous limitations. Using open-source Python
libraries, this workflow employs direct georeferencing to produce a georeferenced orthomosaic that
integrates multiple UAV captures, and this has been tested in multiple locations worldwide with
optical RGB, thermal, and multispectral imagery. The best case achieved a Root Mean Square Error of
4.52 m and a standard deviation of 2.51 m for georeferencing accuracy, thus preserving the UAV’s
centimeter-scale spatial resolution. This open-source workflow represents a significant advancement
in the monitoring of marine and coastal processes, resolving a major limitation facing UAV technology
in the remote observation of local-scale phenomena over water surfaces.

Keywords: drones; mosaic; stitching; remote sensing; multispectral; RGB; thermal; water surfaces;
water quality; georeference

1. Introduction

Aquatic ecosystems play a key role in global biogeochemical cycles, biodiversity
conservation, and human life [1,2]. In addition, marine resources constitute a crucial value
for the tourism industry and in the production of renewable ‘blue energy’ from wind,
wave, thermal, and biomass resources [3]. In recent decades, the effects of human-induced
climate change and other anthropogenic stressors are directly and indirectly impacting
these valuable ecosystems, and their resilience to these environmental disturbances remains
poorly understood [2,4,5]. Effectively managing marine and coastal ecosystems to maximize
socio-economic benefits and to safeguard the future effects of climate change requires
comprehensive monitoring to understand their evolution and change over space and time.
Since 1978, satellite remote sensing has been used as a tool for the integrated observation of
aquatic systems on large scales, providing valuable information on the understanding of
changing ocean dynamics at a variety of spatial, spectral, and temporal resolutions [6,7].
More recently, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), also known as drones, have emerged as an
intermediate monitoring platform between satellite imagery and ground-based sampling
for observing coastal and marine processes at the highest spatial resolution to date. UAVs
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acquire data with fine spatial resolution in near real time, achieving a higher temporal
resolution than satellites by flying without the influence of cloud coverage or atmospheric
effects [8,9]. UAVs can also be deployed on demand, allowing for a time-efficient, repeatable,
and flexible data collection. UAVs can also be a less invasive tool than traditional field
monitoring techniques [10–12] and can be used for multiple research purposes due to the
variety of high-resolution sensors that can be mounted (thermal, optical RGB, multispectral,
hyperspectral, or light detection and ranging, LiDAR). In addition, UAV high-resolution
data can be used for satellite validation purposes by providing measurements that could
reduce in situ observational efforts [8,13].

UAV-based land monitoring has been feasible with standard Structure from Mo-
tion (Sf M) photogrammetry techniques, which finds common points between subsequent
overlapped captures through triangulation and stitches them into a final georeferenced
orthomosaic [14,15]. However, this technique is challenging to use in aquatic regions since
water surfaces are optically dynamic, and it is not possible to identify common features
between the consecutive UAV captures, thus invalidating the traditional bundle block
adjustment (BBA) method in image reconstruction [13,16–18]. For this reason, most UAV-
based marine studies are restricted to the coastline [12,19,20] or to small water bodies [21],
where the influence of terrestrial areas provides common features to overcome the limita-
tions of this technology in the immediately adjacent water portion. Another challenge is
the reflective behavior of the water surface; UAV imagery can be significantly impacted by
sun glint and surface-reflected light [8,22]. Consequently, highly reflective bright patches
can appear in single captures and in the final orthomosaic even with photogrammetric
processing techniques [13]. These limitations have significantly hindered the advancement
of high-resolution studies relying on the remote observation of the marine ecosystem,
highlighting the necessity of developing a tool that enables the integration and application
of increasingly advanced sensors designed for UAV imagery over water surfaces.

Several techniques have been developed to georeference and mosaic aerial imagery
collected over water surfaces [8,9,22–24]. De Keukelaere et al. (2023) achieved high-quality
georeferenced orthomosaics through the application of the commercial VITO MapEO water
software, which allowed the generation of final water quality orthomosaics (chlorophyll-a
and turbidity concentration) with a spatial resolution of 2 m/px [8]. Essel et al. (2023) sug-
gested that although direct georeferencing is the only practical solution for reconstructing
orthomosaics in water-covered areas, combining it with other techniques such as BBA or
Integrated Sensor Orientation (ISO) could provide an improved output that integrates the
best characteristics of all these techniques [17]. However, this approach has only been vali-
dated in UAV flights that include part of the coastline, so that identifiable terrain features
can serve as reference points for propagating the corrections from BBA and ISO to the rest
of the captures over water. Windle and Silsbe (2021) addressed the challenges of sun glint
and surface-reflected light by applying four different methods to estimate and remove this
signal from UAV captures to derive more accurate remote sensing reflectance (Rrs) values.
Rrs was used to estimate chlorophyll-a and the total suspended solids concentrations, which
were georeferenced and mapped at each study location [9]. Román et al. (2023) updated
the georeferencing and mosaicking technique in Windle and Silsbe (2021) in a case study
at Maltese coastal waters by including an additional workflow to merge captures into
a final centimeter-scale spatial resolution orthomosaic based exclusively on the sensor’s
metadata [13]. Finally, Gao et al. (2023) presented a workflow using a parametric geocoding
technique for accurate georeferencing, based on geometric postulates, and it involved
comparing the proportions of ground objects captured by UAVs with the corresponding
image scale after conversion [25]. Much of the existing literature demonstrates the potential
workflows; however, many of these approaches fail to project the correct geometry of each
individual capture and obtain an accurate mosaicking workflow over aquatic regions.

In this study, an open-source technique is presented to georeference, mosaic, and map
fully water-covered areas using optical RGB, thermal, and multispectral UAV data. This
study includes various case studies, distributed across different locations such as Lake Erie
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(Michigan, USA), the Antarctic Whalers and Fumarole Bays (Deception Island, Antarctica),
and Southern Spain, specifically the San Pedro River creek (Bay of Cádiz Natural Park), the
Mediterranean coast of Estepona (Málaga), and the Guadalquivir River (Doñana National
Park, Cádiz). These datasets represent ecologically important habitats where UAV remote
sensing can assist with marine macrophytes monitoring, thermal fumaroles detection,
water quality assessment, among others. However, the focus for this paper is primarily on
engineering advances in UAV image georeferencing and mosaicking rather than ecology.
For this reason, although the methodology is designed to be applied to UAV flights over
open seas or large water bodies, some coastal areas with mostly terrestrial features have
been selected as reference points to validate the georeferencing accuracy of the method. The
integration of this technique with emerging methods to remove surface-reflected light and
sun glint will result in reliable final orthomosaics, representing a significant advancement
in the study of marine and coastal processes.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Locations

UAV surveys were conducted at various locations in Southern Spain, Lake Erie (Michi-
gan, USA), and the Antarctic Whalers and Fumarole Bays (Deception Island, Antarctica).

− The San Pedro River creek (Southern Spain, Figure 1a) is a shallow tidal inlet located in
the southeastern corner of the outer Bay of Cádiz (36◦31′45.48′′N; 6◦15′28.12′′W). The
creek is immersed in a considerable salt marsh area that still surrounds it, although
anthropogenic activities have isolated it from the San Pedro River. The mouth is
limited by a sandbar that has been shifting eastward from the coastline due to sediment
inputs associated with the establishment of backflow weirs in the vicinity of the Cádiz
Bay [26].

− Estepona urban beach (36◦25′29′′N; 5◦8′41′′W, Southern Spain, Figure 1a) has its
seabed covered by extensive meadows of Posidonia oceanica, although in certain areas,
these meadows are fragmented into small patches and are also in decline due to the
presence of toxic waste, sewage, or trawling activities [27]. In addition, the last EU
Non-Native Species Risk Analysis [28] documented the presence of the invasive alga
species Rugulopteryx okamurae in the ZEC Seabed of the Bay of Estepona (ES6170036).

− The Guadalquivir River (36◦52′14.70′′N; 6◦10′33.10′′W, Southern Spain, Figure 1a)
constitutes a navigable estuary stretching approximately 110 km from its mouth in
the Gulf of Cádiz to the city of Sevilla, covering an area of around 1800 km2. It flows
through the Doñana National Park, which is considered a UNESCO World Heritage
site [29]. Satellite images show the turbidity that characterizes its waters, and at its
mouth, large chlorophyll plumes often form due to the river’s discharge [30].

− Lake Erie (Figure 1b) constitutes the shallowest of the Great Lakes and is surrounded
by Canada and the states of New York, Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Ohio in the
U.S. [31]. The UAV survey was conducted over the Western Lake Erie Basin, from
Michigan (41◦49′45.66′′N; 83◦24′34.12′′W). In recent years, the lake has been severely
affected by excessive harmful algal blooms (HABs), eutrophication, and an overgrowth
of cyanobacteria and diatoms [32,33].

− Whalers (62◦58′38.75′′S; 60◦33′48.09′′W) and Fumarole (62◦57′58′′S; 60◦42′00′′W) Bays
are located on Deception Island (South Shetland Islands, Antarctica, Figure 1c). The
presence of fumaroles and hydrothermal vents indicates the volcanic activity of the is-
land, reaching temperatures exceeding 110 ◦C in some locations within these bays [34].
In fact, this remote island has experienced six major volcanic eruptions documented be-
tween 1841 and 1971 [35], shaping the island’s distinctive rugged terrain, characterized
by volcanic slopes or ash-covered glaciers [36].
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2.2. Data Collection

In this study, three different UAVs were used for data acquisition, equipped with
different sensors:

− The quadcopter DJI Matrice 300 (M300) is equipped with both the MicaSense RedEdge-
MX dual multispectral sensor and the DJI Zenmuse H20T sensor. The multispectral
sensor has ten bands that capture information from the visible to near-infrared (NIR)
range, with wavelengths centered, respectively, at the blue (444 and 475 nm), green
(531 and 560 nm), red (650 and 668 nm), red edge (705, 717 and 740 nm), and NIR
(842 nm) regions. In addition, it includes a Downwelling Light Sensor (DLS2) to
account for changes in solar angle and illumination during flight. A calibration panel
(RP04-1924106-0B) was used before each UAV flight for radiometric calibration. The
DJI Zenmuse H20T sensor includes a 20-megapixel (MP) optical RGB Zoom sensor
with a complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) 1/2.7′′, a 12 MP optical
RGB wide angle sensor with a CMOS 1/2.3′′, and an Uncooled VOx Microbolometer
thermal sensor with a focal length of 13.5 mm, capturing 640 × 512 pixel image
resolution. The M300 has on-board real-time kinematic (RTK) technology to enhance
georeferencing accuracy, achieving 1 cm ± 1 ppm (horizontal) and 1.5 cm ± 1 ppm
(vertical) accuracies when RTK is enabled and fixed.

− The DJI Phantom 4 Pro (P4P) is equipped with the MicaSense RedEdge-MX sensor,
including five bands on the electromagnetic spectrum, namely, in the blue (475 nm),
green (560 nm), red (668 nm), red edge (717 nm), and NIR (842 nm) regions. This sensor
also includes the DLS and is mounted using a 10◦ 3D-printed mount, resulting in a
direct nadir viewing angle while in flight. The P4P does not have RTK technology on
board, so the vertical and horizontal georeferencing accuracies are ±0.1 m and ±0.3 m
(with vision positioning) and ±0.5 m and ±1.5 m (with GPS positioning), respectively.

− The DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise Advanced (M2EA) is equipped with an extra RTK module
to ensure accurate georeferencing. It features a 48 MP, 1/2′′ CMOS optical RGB
sensor and a 640 × 512 px Uncooled VOx Microbolometer thermal sensor. This RTK
quadcopter achieves a horizontal accuracy of 1 cm ± 1 ppm and a vertical accuracy of
1.5 cm ± 1 ppm, without the requirement of ground control points (GCPs).

Data acquisition was attempted to be carried out during spring tide and clear sky
weather conditions. In the vast majority of study areas, this was possible except in the
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Antarctic locations where cloudiness and wind conditions prevailed during the sampling
days. In the flights conducted over the San Pedro River and Estepona, strong winds
also hindered the execution of the intended UAV surveys. Flight missions were planned
using the Universal Ground Control System (UgCS) client mission planning software (SPH
Engineering, Riga, Latvia, v.4.2.156) and Pix4D Capture Pro software (Pix4D SA, Lausanne,
Switzerland, v.4.12), taking into account different overlapping settings, altitudes, and flight
orientations, which are displayed in Table 1 along with the dates of UAV survey execution.
To support RTK measurements and improve georeferencing accuracies, a Reach RS2+ RTK
GNSS antenna (EMLID) was set as the base station for all UAV surveys. Spanish (Spanish
Agency for Aviation Safety, AESA), European (European Agency for Aviation Safety, EASA),
and U.S. (Federal Aviation Administration, FAA) civil aviation regulations were followed
during all UAV operations.

Table 1. Flight Mission Planning. Information regarding UAV flight altitude, orientation, number of
flights, flight orientation angle, and dates for each study location.

Date # Flights Flight Altitude Overlapping Flight Angle

San Pedro River (Cádiz) 21 June 2023 5 120 m 80–70% 272/92◦

San Pedro River (Cádiz) 24 July 2023 2 120 m 30–10% 272/92◦

Estepona (Málaga) 28 January 2023 2 100 m 80–70% 160/340◦

Guadalquivir River (Cádiz) 22 March 2023 1 100 m 30–10% 240/60◦

Whalers Bay (Deception Island,
Antarctica) 30 January 2022 2 50 m 80–70% 225/45◦

Fumarole Bay (Deception Island,
Antarctica) 1 February 2022 6 50 m 80–70% 240/60◦

Lake Erie (US) 17 August 2022 1 87 m 80–70% 250/70◦

2.3. Data Preparation
2.3.1. Multispectral Data Collection: MicaSense RedEdge-MX Sensors

Prior to the mosaicking process, each capture taken with the multispectral sensor needs
to undergo preprocessing to calculate remote sensing reflectance (Rrs) from the RAW data
format retrieved from the UAV. Although MicaSense provides a workflow for conducting
a complete radiometric calibration [37], an adaptation of DroneWQ package [9,22] was
selected for this study because it is specifically designed to analyze multispectral data
acquired by MicaSense sensors with a focus on aquatic regions. An adjusted version of the
method was applied to accommodate the 10-band dual sensor, as the original design was
tailored for MicaSense’s 5-band red camera. Further information can be found in Windle
and Silsbe (2021) [9].

2.3.2. Thermal Data Collection: DJI Zenmuse H20T and DJI M2EA Thermal Cameras

The thermal captures obtained using the DJI Zenmuse H20T thermal sensor and the
DJI M2EA thermal sensor are converted to high-precision radiometric TIFF format using
the ATygeo Thermal software (ATyges Store, Málaga, Spain, v.2.0). Only the humidity,
emissivity, reflection angle, and flight height in meters need to be configured as parameters.
Once the software is applied, the radiometric captures can be merged with the mosaicking
code. The presence of significant thermal anomalies in the captures, such as fumaroles in
Antarctic datasets, causes significant contrasts in the relative temperature values between
different UAV captures. As a result, the final orthomosaic may retain artifacts in certain
regions. Therefore, using the ATygeo Thermal software, it ensures that the final product
maintains consistent relative temperature values in the final orthomosaic.

2.4. Data Processing: Georeferencing and Mosaicking Code

The UAV-based mosaicking code that was published in Román et al. (2023) [13]
has been improved and updated in this study with reference to the previous version, so
that not only the georeference of the central point of each capture is considered, but also
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the geometry of each of the corners is calculated for their correct positioning in the final
orthomosaic (Figure 2). The proposed algorithm has been implemented using the Python
programming language, and it is publicly available at ( https://github.com/SeadroneICM
AN/MosaicSeadron (accessed on 10 January 2024)). In the absence of common features
between UAV captures over water surfaces, this new code uses the aircraft positioning
during flight (latitude, longitude, altitude, and flight orientation) and the characteristics of
the sensor mounted on it (focal length, capture size, sensor size, focal plane dimensions).
This code is easy-to-use and requires only the individual captures (after data preparation)
as the input dataset, with the input parameters being extracted from the sensor’s metadata
of each capture. To facilitate the operation and understanding of the code, it has been
divided into three sections: georeferencing, merging, and filtering.
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Figure 2. Improvement of the method with respect to the reference [13]. Panels (a,b) systematically
represent how the new version of the code corrects the georeferencing errors from the previous
version, considering the sensor size and flight angle orientation correctly. Panels (c,d) visually
demonstrate how, with the new version of the code, the visual elements of the area of interest that
have been mosaicked can be correctly identified.

2.4.1. Georeferencing

In this part of the code, GPS coordinates were accurately set for each individual UAV
capture mainly using two main Python libraries: ‘CameraTransform’ [38] and ‘rasterio’ [39].

- ‘CameraTransform’ generates a virtual model of the sensor using input parameters,
which may vary depending on each sensor’s specifications. Table 2 summarizes the
parameters used in this study. It is important to note that the flight angle needs to be
reduced by 90◦, as it corresponds to North during the flight, whereas in ‘CameraTransform’,
the North is set at 0◦.

The ‘setGPSpos(lat, lon, alt)’ method is used to provide real latitude, longitude, and
altitude coordinates for each individual capture to center it in the image centroid. Once
centered, the ‘gpsFromImage([row_index, column_index]’ method is applied to retrieve the
latitude and longitude of each capture corner ([0, 0], [0, width −1], [height −1, 0], [height
−1, width −1]). These corners allow to generate four control points to improve georefer-
encing accuracy.

- ‘rasterio’ is used to generate a transformation matrix that indicates the latitude, longi-
tude, and altitude (x, y, z, respectively) corresponding to each pixel (row, column) inside
each UAV capture. To achieve this, four control points are generated by using the corner
information retrieved in the previous step with the ‘rasterio.control.GroundControlPoint(row,
col, x, y, z)’ method. For example, ‘rasterio.control.GroundControlPoint(0, 0, 10, 0, 0)’ means

https://github.com/SeadroneICMAN/MosaicSeadron
https://github.com/SeadroneICMAN/MosaicSeadron
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that the pixel (0,0) of a certain capture is found in the point at 0◦ latitude, 10◦ longitude,
and 0 m altitude.

Table 2. Input parameters employed in this study for the georeferencing process.

MicaSense
RedEdge-Mx

Zenmuse H20T
(RGB)

Zenmuse H20T
(Thermal)

Mavic 2 Enterprise
Advanced

Focal Length (mm) 4.50 5.46 13.50 13.50
Sensor Size X (px/mm) 4.40 4.80 6.25 10.00
Sensor Size Y (px/mm) 3.30 3.60 50.00 8.00

‘elevation_m’ UAV capture UAV capture UAV capture UAV capture
‘tilt_deg’ 0 0 0 0
‘roll_deg’ 0 0 0 0

‘heading_deg’ Flight Orientation
Angle

Flight Orientation
Angle

Flight Orientation
Angle

Flight Orientation
Angle

Once the four control points for each individual capture are set, the method ‘ras-
terio.transform.from_gcps([gcp1, gcp2, gcp3, gcp4])’ is used to generate the transformation
matrix. This matrix can be defined using the following equation (Equation (1)):a b c

d e f
g h i

 where c = lon0 and f = lat0 (1)

Lat_0 and Lon_0 are the latitude and longitude of the (0, 0) element of a certain
capture. It is important to emphasize that each matrix has a different transformation. To
calculate each pixel coordinate, the ‘rasterio.io.DatasetReader.xy(row, col)’ method employs a
matrix product (Equation (2)) when opening each individual capture without the need for
manual programming: lon

lat
alt

 =

a b c
d e f
g h i

row
col
1

 (2)

2.4.2. Merging

The mosaicking code published in Román et al. (2023) [13] made use of the ‘ras-
terio.merge.merge’ function to connect UAV captures. Although it worked well, certain
limitations led to the implementation of a new merging method. This method makes use
of ‘rasterio’ [39] and ‘numpy’ [40] libraries. ‘rasterio’ is used to open each UAV capture
and edit data, while ‘numpy’ is used to generate the final matrix and for reading and
writing operations.

The merging function is defined as ‘merge(raster_paths: List[str], out_name: str,
method: str = ‘mean’, dtype: dtype = np.float32, band_names: List[str] | None = None,
**kwargs) -> str’, where ‘raster_paths’ is the list with the absolute paths of each capture to
join; ‘out_name’ indicates the file name containing the orthomosaic; ‘method’ that could
be one of the four proposed merging methods, ‘first’ (the first written value thrives), ‘min’
(select the minimum pixel value), ‘max’ (select the maximum pixel value), or ‘mean’ (it
calculates the average value between all coinciding pixels); and ‘dtype’ that is the type of
data of the final matrix.

2.4.3. Filtering

Due to the positioning error that can occur in the processing of input parameters,
georeferencing at centimeter resolution can have deviations of a few centimeters, that could
result in duplicated features in the final orthomosaic. To address this issue and reduce
the final file size, a downsampling filter is applied using the ‘rasterio’ library [39] with the
‘average’, ‘bilinear’, or ‘cubic’ techniques. As a scaling factor, the resolution is divided by 15 in
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pixel width and height, although this value may vary between 15, 30, and 50, depending
on the study objectives and the sensor’s resolution.

2.5. Accuracy Assessment and Validation

To assess the accuracy of the georeferencing method used for mosaicking the UAV
captures, the coordinates of up to 20 easily recognizable control points were taken from
25 cm/px aircraft orthophotos obtained from the Institute of Statistics and Cartography
of Andalusia (IECA) website [41] for the Southern Spain datasets. In the case of flights
outside of Spain, or where it has not been possible to obtain orthophotos, the orthomosaic
obtained by photogrammetry (Pix4D Mapper Software, Lausanne, Switzerland, v.4.8.3)
of the land area adjacent to the water-covered regions has been used as a reference. It is
important to note that this method has been specifically developed for use on water-covered
surfaces, as reflected in the flight plans established for each case study. Consequently, the
terrestrial mosaic used as a reference for validating the georeferencing method typically
coincides with the edges of the orthomosaic in a way that the selected control points may
be concentrated in the same location, potentially leading to a non-representative value of
the actual accuracy of the final product. The X and Y coordinates were measured for each
control point on the georeferenced orthomosaic, and the difference between the known
and measured coordinates yields the error for each point. The mean error was obtained by
taking the arithmetic mean of the errors (Equation (3)). In addition, the Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) was calculated as an additional measure of the accuracy of the georeferencing,
following Equation (4).

std. dev. =

√√√√[
∑

(y − ŷ)2

(n − 1)

]
(3)

RMSE =

√√√√[
∑

(y − ŷ)2

n

]
(4)

Here, n represents the sample size, ŷ represents the data considered as a reference
value (orthophotos or SfM photogrammetric orthomosaics), and y represents the data being
validated (mosaicked data). On the other hand, this accuracy assessment method was not
feasible for the multispectral orthomosaic at Lake Erie since the UAV flight was conducted
over a completely covered water area where no control points could be selected. However,
similar positioning accuracy values were expected when compared to the MicaSense dual
multispectral camera.

2.6. Summary

Figure 3 depicts a flowchart that summarizes the processing workflow described
above for generating UAV orthomosaics over aquatic and coastal environments. The
entire methodology was implemented using the Python programming language. However,
QGIS (QGIS Development Team, v.3.16.14) software was chosen for the visualization and
generation of the final products. The projected coordinate system used in this study was
WGS84, UTM zone 29N (EPSG: 32629).
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3. Results
3.1. Optical RGB Sensor

Two different study locations, Estepona and the San Pedro River creek, were selected
to show the results of applying the mosaicking code to RGB datasets acquired with the
DJI H20T sensor (Figure 4). When compared to the SfM photogrammetry orthomosaic,
the covered area significantly increased from 13.45 to 33 hectares for Estepona (Figure 4a)
and from 1.4 to 18 hectares for the San Pedro River creek (Figure 4b), as the mosaicking
technique considered the entire water area surveyed with the UAV. In fact, photogrammetry
was unable to mosaic any of the water surface in the case study of the San Pedro River
creek (Panel a), leading to the loss of approximately 86% of the original UAV captures.
Nonetheless, photogrammetry was able to generate an orthomosaic up to an approximate
depth of 4 m (approximately 200 m from the waterline) in clearer waters such as the
Estepona case study (Panel b), although with the mosaicking technique, the covered
distance from the coastline increased to 545 m, recovering 61% of the lost information at
any depth from the original UAV captures.

When compared to fixed ground control points, this new method achieved a standard
deviation and RMSE of 2.88 m and 8.71 m for the San Pedro River flight, and 3.68 m and
8.25 m for the Estepona flight in georeferencing accuracy, respectively. Consequently,
minor visual artifacts appeared in the final orthomosaic as a result of a georeferencing
error that was carried over into the merging processing step, although they are not
significant for marine/coastal applications. Georeferencing accuracy statistics remained
relatively consistent around the mean when examining the UAV’s orientation angle in
relation to true North during flight (See Supplementary Material Figure S1), exhibiting
marginal fluctuations with changes in flight orientation. In fact, the disparity between the
highest and lowest standard deviation was 0.31 m, and the variation in RMSE amounted
to 1.79 m.
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black dashed lines frame the mosaicked area using the SfM photogrammetry process.

3.2. Thermal Sensor

To demonstrate the adaptability and applicability of the mosaicking code to data
collected with thermal sensors, a pair of Antarctic datasets (Whalers Bay and Fumarole Bay)
captured using the DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise Advanced (M2EA) thermal sensor have been
selected. These locations were chosen due to the high volcanic and geothermal activity on
Deception Island, so that the detection of these fumaroles along the coastline can provide
valuable and essential information for volcanic activity warning systems on the island,
extending now to coastal areas and into the water. In Figure 5, both locations are displayed
as orthomosaics, differentiating between the original thermal captures and the thermal
captures pre-processed with the ATygeo Thermal software into relative temperature values
(◦C). In the zoomed areas, this result highlights the need to transform the thermal captures
to calibrate the thermal sensor temperature values, as thermal anomalies are detected with
higher clarity and level of detail.

Although the results show a higher precision in the merging of the captures due to
the lower spatial resolution of the thermal sensor, minor visual artifacts still appear as a
result of the georeferencing error that accumulates between captures. This error is further
amplified in this study, as seen in the specific areas highlighted in Figure 5b–f, because
the flights were conducted with the maximum possible overlap. In any case, the method
achieved good accuracy values for georeferencing, especially when focusing on its primary
application purpose in water-covered areas, with a standard deviation and RMSE of 2.51 m
and 4.52 m for the Fumarole Bay flight, and 2.98 m and 5.86 m for the Whalers Bay flight,
respectively. Furthermore, similar to optical RGB imagery, a significant amount of lost
information by mosaicking with photogrammetric software was successfully recovered
with this mosaicking technique, reaching 59% for the Fumarole Bay flight and 69% for the
Whalers Bay flight.
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Figure 5. Application of the mosaicking technique to thermal datasets. Comparison between the
performance of (a,d) SfM photogrammetry, (b,e) the mosaicking code on the original thermal captures
taken by the M2EA, and (c,f) the thermal captures corrected with ATygeo Thermal software, using two
datasets captured on Deception Island (Antarctica). Both datasets exhibit temperature oversaturation,
particularly above the maximum values displayed on the color bar. Yellow dots indicate each flight
plan points. Specific areas showing the presence of thermal anomalies in Fumarole Bay and a coastal
stream in Whalers Bay have been outlined.

3.3. Multispectral Sensor

The mosaicking method was also successfully applied to multispectral UAV captures
that were collected for water quality assessment. Figure 6 shows a graphical matrix illus-
trating the main configurations and issues that affected the appearance of an orthomosaic
created from water captures. First, an incorrect orientation angle configuration as observed
in the Guadalquivir River dataset (Figure 6a), with contrasting UAV heading orientations
(South East–North West) resulted in clearly identifiable striping in the final orthomosaic
(Figure 6b,c). Secondly, an excessive overlap configuration led to an increased number
of visual artifacts in the final orthomosaic (Figure 6e), which can be reduced by setting
less overlap between captures. In addition, planning efficiency is higher when no overlap
is considered since the area is covered in the same time interval with a lower number of
batteries and flight time. For example, in this case study of the San Pedro River (Figure 6d),
two flights with 30% overlap between captures covered a total of 68 hectares, while five
flights were required to cover almost the same area with 80% frontal and lateral overlap
(Figure 6e,f). Finally, the influence of specular sun glint, when direct sunlight reflects off
a wave facet or surface, must be considered for the viewing angle of the sensor. When
ignored, the white patches of specular sun glint are noticeable, as seen in the final orthomo-
saic for the Lake Erie case study (Figure 6g–i). In this case, the filtering procedure described
in Windle and Silsbe (2022) [9] is applied to individual captures to eliminate the specular
sun glint, resulting in a much cleaner final mosaic (Figure 6h).
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Figure 6. Encountered difficulties in mosaicking multispectral imagery. Guadalquivir River case
study: (a) flight plan (yellow dots) and the area covered by photogrammetry (delimited by black
lines); (b) final mosaicked product without flight trajectory angle correction; and (c) issue with flight
orientation angle. San Pedro River case study: (d) flight plan (yellow dots) and the area covered by
photogrammetry (delimited by black lines); (e) final mosaicked product considering 80% frontal and
side overlapping; and (f) comparison of the covered area with and without considering overlap. Blue
dots indicate the covered area when not considering overlap in the flight plan, while red rectangles
represent the covered area when considering overlap in each flight plan. Lake Erie case study:
(g) flight plan (yellow dots) and area covered by photogrammetry (delimited by black lines); (h) final
mosaicked product after applying sun glint correction; and (i) issue of sun glint effects on the final
mosaicked product.

In all multispectral study locations, despite encountering difficulties that impacted
the final product’s appearance, the water coverage is greater with the new mosaicking
method than when mosaicked with photogrammetry. Furthermore, this approach could be
applied directly to merge UAV captures directly after employing water quality retrieval
algorithms, to generate a final map displaying scientifically valuable information for
addressing fine-scale marine phenomena. Accuracy assessment was conducted on the San
Pedro River and Guadalquivir River datasets, as it was possible to use some terrestrial
features mosaicked by photogrammetry as a reference. The method yielded favorable
accuracy values for georeferencing, particularly with the Guadalquivir River flight, where
the standard deviation and RMSE were 4.89 m and 8.70 m, respectively. However, accuracy
values were not as good as expected, probably due to the absence of RTK technology
and adverse weather conditions, achieving a standard deviation and RMSE of 2.56 m and
14.55 m, respectively. Lastly, accuracy statistics for georeferencing could not be computed
for the Lake Erie dataset since the entire covered area was above the water surface.
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4. Discussion

UAVs have shown great potential in addressing inherent challenges in optical oceanog-
raphy at finer scales. Consequently, there is a need to develop an efficient, accurate, fast,
and versatile tool to harness the advantages of this promising technology in aquatic environ-
ments. As aforementioned, photogrammetric techniques based on parametric georeferenc-
ing fail when reconstructing orthomosaics over water surfaces by stitching multiple images,
and previous studies have highlighted direct georeferencing as the only practical alternative
for mosaicking UAV captures [19]. This study presents a new direct georeferencing-based
mosaicking technique, resulting in a coverage extension up to four times of that achieved by
photogrammetric software at study locations, all of which are near the coastline (Figure 4).
Although commercial software employing this technique has achieved spatial resolutions
of up to 2 m/px for multispectral imagery [8], this study represents the most accurate
open-source approach to date, reaching spatial resolutions of up to 0.5 m/px. In addi-
tion, its applicability is demonstrated for optical RGB, thermal, and multispectral imagery,
expanding the range of marine and coastal studies across various spatial and temporal
scales. Examples of its potential applications include fauna monitoring [42,43], marine
geomorphology [44], coastal habitat mapping [45–47], water quality assessment [9,22], and
as a calibration/validation tool for satellite products [8,48].

Generally, the georeferenced product obtained after the mosaicking process achieves
reasonably good georeferencing statistics (a few meters would be enough to provide a high-
quality orthomosaic of water surfaces), thus demonstrating its validity as a reliable reference
tool for calibration and validation purposes. In fact, a clear improvement in the statistics is
observed when a comparison is conducted among UAVs (RTK vs. not RTK), highlighting
the fact that DJI’s RTK technology provides more accurate results. Furthermore, certain
UAV surveys did not achieve RMSE values as good as those obtained at other study
locations. Several factors could be related to this issue, such as adverse weather conditions
that affected the entire UAV survey over the Estepona beach and San Pedro River (windy
weather conditions), impacting both the optical RGB and the multispectral sensor’s GPS.
Another potential factor is the spatial resolution of the employed sensors, as the accuracy
assessment process relies on visually identifiable terrestrial features between the mosaicked
products and the orthophotos used as references. In fact, although quite similar to the other
sensors, the best accuracies were obtained with the thermal sensors, which provided the
lowest spatial resolution among the tested sensors. Finally, most of the flights conducted in
this study were over water-covered surfaces, so only identifiable points on the terrestrial
regions were used as references for validation, generally coinciding with the edges of the
orthomosaic (except for thermal flights, where the coverage is mostly terrestrial). At these
edges, the georeferencing tends to be worse since obtaining the orthomosaic’s coordinates
involves the projection of the individual captures onto a horizontal plane, so the central area
of the plane is more stable, and the aspect ratio remains the same regardless of the projection
used. The combination of these aspects contributes to an increase in georeferencing error,
although standard deviation values do not exceed 5 m for all UAV surveys, indicating that
the majority of differences between the final orthomosaic and the reference fall within a
relatively narrow range of values, suggesting georeferencing accuracy is well controlled
and consistent.

The flight planning process takes on greater importance in the implementation of
this mosaicking methodology, as there are several aspects to consider that demonstrate a
marked influence on the quality of the final product, especially when dealing with mul-
tispectral imagery. Overlapping constitutes a fundamental factor when finding common
features for alignment in the photogrammetry process but can produce more visual arti-
facts in the final orthomosaic after the merging process with this mosaicking workflow.
Therefore, it is recommended to conduct flights with minimal overlap between captures
while ensuring sufficient coverage to avoid any areas being left uncovered between flight
lines. Furthermore, based on UAV surveys in the San Pedro River (Figure 6d–f), it has been
demonstrated that flying without overlap is more efficient, as it covers almost the same
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area in a much shorter time interval (five vs. two pairs of batteries). Another aspect to
consider is the orientation angle of the UAV with respect to the North direction during the
flight. The UAV survey in the Guadalquivir River (Figure 6a–c) shows that band stripping
can occur if the UAV faces opposite direction angles in each transect flight line. Hence,
it is necessary for the UAV to maintain the same flight heading orientation angle on all
transects. In addition, experimental flights carried out over the San Pedro River at varying
flight heading orientation angles in relation to the sun have substantiated the method’s
robustness. The statistical evaluations of georeferencing accuracy and the visual appear-
ances of the final orthomosaics indicate an absence of significant differences. However, it is
important to emphasize that not all flight planning software offers this option, and UgCS
client mission planning software or Ground Station Pro (GSP) application are suggested as
effective solutions.

While not a caveat of this mosaicking code, there are other aspects unrelated to flight
planning that could also affect the quality of the final product if not adequately addressed.
For multispectral imagery, Windle and Silsbe (2022) [9] suggest that the effect of wind-
driving waves can lead to the appearance of sun glint and reflected skylight in individual
UAV captures. The simplest way to avoid sun glint effects when working with UAV
imagery is to consider flying close to solar noon and taking into account the appropriate
flight direction. However, the dynamic nature of the water surface makes it challenging to
completely eliminate sun glint in individual captures [49]. As a result, several methods have
been successfully attempted to remove the sun glint effect. These include the approaches
proposed by Muslim et al. (2019) [50] and Hochberg et al. (2003) [51], as well as the
HydroLight simulations utilized by Windle and Silsbe (2021) [9]. In the case study of Lake
Erie (Figure 6g–i), it is demonstrated that obtaining a much cleaner orthomosaic using this
methodology is possible when sun glint is masked, since this mosaicking code calculates
the mean value of coincident captures in each pixel without taking into account the masked
values. However, Gray et al. (2022a) [22] highlights that the methods used for reflected
skylight removal may not be practical in surveys employing long-endurance UAVs, as they
assume that sky conditions and sun angles remain constant throughout the flight, which is
not the case in these situations. For thermal imagery, Szostak et al. (2023) [52] and Aragón
et al. (2020) [53] suggest that reducing the vignetting effect in individual thermal captures
could have a positive impact on the appearance of the final result. After some preliminary
tests (not included as results in this manuscript), it is concluded that, for the sensors used
(DJI H20T and DJI M2EA), the final result does not show significant improvements after
applying a de-vignetting correction process. This study demonstrates that the radiometric
pre-processing of thermal captures captured directly by the UAV significantly improves the
final orthomosaic (Figure 5), which also presents more quantifiable relative temperature
values for the user.

Although this method provides an accurate approximation of the results obtained
by photogrammetry in terrestrial environments, it could be improved by reducing the
georeferencing errors that persist between UAV captures, resulting in visual artifacts in
the final product. Essel et al. (2023) [19] suggested the combined use of BBA and ISO
with direct georeferencing can yield positive results by first stitching images over common
points on the coastline and subsequently propagating the obtained error to areas covered by
water. This would limit the studies to the proximity of the coastline, as it cannot be applied
to offshore aquatic systems due to the lack of referencing features. On the other hand, the
scientific community is increasingly adopting the use of sensors onboard UAVs to carry out
radiometric measurements with multispectral and hyperspectral sensors. Although there
are studies that have obtained values of Rrs with UAV data that have been validated in
situ supported by good statistical values [9,10], future research should focus on accurately
addressing the inherent complexities of seawaters, such as sun glint and reflected skylight
removal, maintaining appropriate viewing geometries, and constraining uncertainties on a
per-sensor basis. This will lead to improvements in existing techniques for water quality
monitoring, as suggested by Gray et al. (2022a) [38]. In any case, this mosaicking technique
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has demonstrated its potential to mosaic full water imagery where Sf M photogrammetry
oftentimes fails, achieving acceptable precision and serving as a foundation for future
research aimed at enhancing its performance and addressing its limitations.

5. Conclusions

The UAV georeferencing and mosaicking method described in this study constitutes
an open-source, flexible, and easy-to-use approach that has been successfully applied to
optical RGB, thermal, and multispectral imagery with centimeter-scale spatial resolution.
The Python-based mosaicking algorithm ( https://github.com/SeadroneICMAN/MosaicS
eadron (accessed on 10 January 2024)) allows scientists to survey aquatic systems, over-
coming limitations faced by photogrammetry and offers a viable alternative to traditional
monitoring techniques that involve logistical and time constrains. Several flight conditions
and parameterizations have been simulated to provide the best setup for addressing unex-
pected issues in these systems, including less overlapping between UAV captures (not more
than 30% frontal and side overlap), same flight orientation with respect to the North for
each flight line, and avoiding unfavorable weather conditions during flight. The presented
method not only enhances current workflows but also introduces a modular, scalable solu-
tion adaptable to future algorithmic advancements that seek to refine this tool’s capabilities.
Its effectiveness has been validated across various coastal study sites for practical and
verification reasons, showcasing the method’s versatility. Although initially designed for
generating high-quality orthomosaics from any aquatic surface, the technique’s real-world
applicability has been confirmed, establishing it as a reliable resource in aquatic research.
The best case achieved a Root Mean Square Error of 4.52 m and a standard deviation of
2.51 m for georeferencing accuracy. The ocean science community needs robust approaches
to understand uncertainties in marine and coastal systems, and this method represents a
significant advance in the use of UAVs to address, at a finer scale, the understanding of
marine ecosystems.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/rs16020290/s1; Figure S1: Testing the mosaicking code performance
by varying UAV flight orientation angle. Tested angles and their complements: (A) 0◦/180◦; (B)
45◦/225◦; (C) 90◦/270◦; and (D) 135◦/315◦.
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